Newsletter Terms
(z dnia 10.05.2019)

§1. DEFINICJE
1. Must-visit.pl – KRS Web Development Krystian Syryca, z siedzibą w: Kołobrzeg (78-100), ul. Obrońców
Westerplatte 19/u24, NIP 671-168-81-69, REGON 321027520.
2. Newsletter –A free service provided electronically, consisting of the provision of Must-visit.pl information to
users about discounts and promotions within the service, as well as about new products that appear in the online
service, in the form of a Message to the e-mail address provided by the user;
3. Serwis– Internet service at the address must-visit.pl
4. Użytkownik – a person with full legal capacity who uses the newsletter service according to these terms and
conditions and to whom the must-visit.pl services are made available electronically;

§2. NEWSLETTER - TERMS
1. The newsletter subscription service is offered by Must-visit.pl for users who agree with it.
2. To activate the newsletter subscription service, the user must have a device with Internet access, an installed and
updated web browser and an active e-mail address .
3. To subscribe to the newsletter, the user performs the following actions: a. Ordering via an interactive form, which
is available in the online service, and providing the e-mail address to the newsletter subscription service, b. Approval
of the content of these terms and conditions, c. Sending a request to Must-visit.pl, d. Activation of the services via
the link in the e-mail sent to the user at the address given during registration.
4. With the release of the subscription, a contract for the provision of the newsletter subscription service between
Must-visit.pl and the user is concluded for an indefinite period.
5. The user can cancel the contract for the provision of the newsletter subscription service at any time with
immediate effect by deactivating the subscription. The newsletter is canceled by activating the corresponding link
in the footer of each electronic message sent as part of the newsletter subscription service.
6. The user is prohibited from providing illegal content.

§3. DATA PROTECTION
1. The administrator of the personal data of users is Must-visit.pl. Must-visit.pl processes your personal data
relating to your name and e-mail address only for the purpose of providing the newsletter service. These data may
be shared with third parties who support the newsletter. The conditions for the processing and termination of the
processing of personal data are subject to the Privacy Policy, which is part of these Terms and Conditions and can be
found at this address: https://must-visit.pl/en/datenschutzerklaerung/

§4. COMPLAINTS
1. The user has the right to complain to the newsletter services. The complaint should at least contain the personally
identifiable information of the user as well as the justified objections and comments to the newsletter. The
complaint must be sent to the e-mail address info@Must-visit.pl or via the contact form on the website Must-visit.pl.

2. Must-Visit.pl reviews complaints within 14 working days, unless the user has not described the subject matter
and scope of the complaint in a way that allows it to be processed or the user is not personally identifiable.
3. Response to the Must-visit Complaint will be sent to the e-mail address provided by the user.

§5. FINAL PROVISIONS
1. Must-visit.pl may change these conditions for important legal reasons (change of the generally applicable laws on
the activity of must-visit, change of the commercial activity of Must-visit.pl) or technical causes (modernization of
the service infrastructure).
2. Users will be notified of any changes to the Terms in an email sent 7 (seven) days prior to the entry into force of
the new Rules. During this time, the user should accept the changed terms of use or refuse to consent to the
newsletters, approve them and terminate the newsletter service.
3. All disputes arising from the concluded contracts are subject to the jurisdiction of the Polish law.

